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Is Government in  state of dormancy ?

India's health infrastructure has

collapsed due to the second wave of

corona. Starting with the hospital,

many patients have died due to lack

of oxygen, ICU beds and ventilators.

Meanwhile, Prime Minister Narendra

Modi's Ayushman Bharat Pradhan

Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY)

has made a huge revelation.

According to an RTI question

submitted by Pune social activist

Prafulla Sarada, the Union Finance

Ministry has so far spent only Rs.7

percent for this purpose. Responding

to a May 13 RTI question, the Union

Finance Ministry said that while the

budget of Rs 21,360 crore had been

approved, only Rs 1,540 crore had

been received from the National

Health Authority (NHA). Prafulla

Sarada, a social activist, complained

that India had been fighting against

the corona pandemic since March

2020 and that the country's largest

public health schemes...

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review
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The corona pandemic has

created a crisis for all sectors. The

farmer could not get rid of it. The

farmer's waist is broken. The

government's plan has not

empowered farmers. An example of

Ayushman Bharat Yojana

: Scanty release of funds

In the second wave of the corona

pandemic, people's lives are being

ruined. No sleep in the eyes at night,

hunger is interfering with the fear of

pandemic. From education to health,

from industry to agriculture, there is

deep crisis. According to the

National Commission for the

Protection of the Rights of the Child,

30,071 children are orphaned in the

country during the corona pandemic.

In Odisha, the number of orphans is

1,073. The third wave is expected to

increase the risk for children.

Although the incidence of corona

disease is declining, due to the lack

of treatment, patients are dying. This

questions the government's set up.

According to the Ministry of

National Statistics, the country's

GDP was estimated at Rs 135 lakh

crore in the financial year 2020-21.

This was Rs 145 lakh crore last year.

Ploughing land: Brothers turn into oxen !
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This is the first time after the year

1947 that the economic situation has

deteriorated. The fiscal deficit is 9.3

percent. The central government has

privately handed over dozens of

government companies. The

unemployment rate has risen to 12

percent.

The industry is shutting down.

More than 2 crore people have lost

their jobs. Last year, 10 crore people

lost their jobs. Suicide rates have

risen by 4 percent. Negative picture

has been seen since the change of

agricultural law. Averages of 80

farmers commit suicide a month. In

addition, the number of crimes in the

country and the state is increasing.

There are millions of vacancies in

government services. In the private

sector, there are lay-offs. The

inflation rate has risen to 10.49

percent. Food prices have risen

sharply. According to official figures,

3 lakh people have died in the

country, while the numbers of deaths

from non-governmental data deaths

have risen to 40 lakh. Such are the

published Data. However, this is not

officially accepted. But the news of

death every day has created an

atmosphere of terror. Whether in

Odisha or other states of the country,

more and more people are dying due

to lack of proper medicine due to lack

of oxygen, lack of ventilators. This

has led to nationwide outcry,

including in Odisha. At this point the

government is only providing

medical services in publicity! The big

challenge today is, when the

government will free itself from the

state of sleep and provide appropriate

medical care to the people, protect

them from death and protect them

from starvation?

 Farmer's agony

this is found in Bargarh district.

Now the government has

announced lockdowns and

shutdowns for the second wave of

corona. This has had a direct impact

on farmers. The situation is such that

three brothers from a farming family

have plowed their farm by

themselves. The scene was reported

in Machhimora village in Sohela

block of Bargarh district. The

village's Balmiki Pradhan is

completely landless. He has six

sons, two of whom...

Tribal food: Harmful porridge !
Fermented porridge is being consumed to fight the hunger. The Dangria

Kandhas of the Niyamgiri hills in the Kalyansinghpur block of Rayagada

district are still consuming the dried stalks of the salpa tree. A porridge

prepared from the seed flour."It's inedible and can spread diarrhoea,"

BDO said. Indigenous peoples collect small pieces of dried willow trees

and beat them. The dried pieces are ground into fine powder; sun-dried

and then consumed it by soaking in hot water One day. ...   4Page-3
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Dreams :
implementation
Before 2014, there was insufficiency and corruption in the country. Post 2014, during

the election, Prime Minister Narendra Modi after coming into power promised the people

that 'good days would come'. His promise was that black money would return and that, if the

enemy chopped off one head against India, India would chop off ten heads in retaliation.

Neighbouring countries such as China, which is terrorizing India, will be ended. After tak-

ing over as prime minister, Modi promised corruption would end, inflation rates would

reduce, bullet trains will run, everyone will be in harmony with each other, every citizen

will get 15 lakh after seizure of black money, 2 crore appointments will be provided, such

endless dreams were shown by Modi. After his coming into power, demonetization was

done in the country. Modi also implemented the GST. The Planning Commission was abol-

ished. There have been instances of love jihad in the country, as well as mob lynching.

Section 370 was repealed, and foreign policy failed. Pictures of the devastation were seen

nationwide. The GDP declined, meaning that the gross domestic product (GDP) did not

move forward. Small businesses were closed. The industry was shut down. Exports de-

clined. Investors did not have faith. The plight of the peasants increased. Employment and

livelihood were cut off. According to the central government, no such pandemic has been

reported in India in the last 100 years. But in India, Indians witnessed epidemics such as

measles and cholera in 1948. The vaccine was administered at this time. Vaccination was

also conducted in 1955-56. The vaccine was developed by established serum India Com-

pany, British scientists in 1966. At that time, India's budget was Rs 500 crore. But there was

a free vaccination campaign against deadly measles and mumps. This is called the BCG

vaccine. Indians have seen more than two dozen epidemics in the last 100 years. Such as

Spanish flu or small pox, measles, polio, malaria, plague and cholera. The Pastier Institute

of India built the Influenza Vaccine in 1957. Diphtheria and polio vaccination were given

along with Tetanus in 1971. According to sources in the US National Library of Medicine,

the hepatitis vaccine was also given in 1991. During this time, India's GDP was not high.

Today, the country has made great strides in the field of science, with new inventions, but

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has addressed the nation, saying that the Indians have not

seen a catastrophe like this or today's corona plague in 100 years. In other words, India has

not faced such an epidemic in 100 years. But the reality is that India has faced more than

two dozen epidemics since the 100 years and also managed to get vaccinated. Today, as the

pace of development is being beaten, the country has not been able to take immediate steps

to vaccinate against the epidemic. Dreams are existing, but the distance looks wide. The

image of the devastation is everywhere from the village to the city. Lockdown has been

implemented to save people's lives since the seizure of notes. In a situation that has plagued

all states, including Odisha, for the past 14 months, it may not have happened in 100 years.

In the first wave of the corona, Prime Minister Modi addressed the nation seven times.

Sometimes for public curfew, sometimes for applause, sometimes for lighting lamps, some-

times for lockdowns, and sometimes for Aatma Nirbhar campaigns. As Prime Minister of

the country, we do not oppose the address to the nation. But changing the standard of living

of the people, this address to ensure development is not realized. On Monday, only those

over the age of 18 will be vaccinated, with all the cost of the vaccine being borne by the

central government. It was promised that ten lakh people would be vaccinated in the coun-

try every day. But corpses are seen in various parts of the country. The sensitivity of the

corpse and the government is being questioned. It seems the government is playing with the

lives of its citizens. Addressing the nation alone has helped shape its image. In fact, farmer,

worker, farmer, student, young man, no one is in good condition. Some have lost their jobs

and someone is losing their livelihood. The unfortunate picture of not having access to

health care. In the case of Odisha, there is a lack of government treatment for critically ill

patients. The ECMO treatment is not available, and air ambulances can accommodate pa-

tients from Hyderabad, Chennai and Kolkata. The cost of an ambulance for this is only Rs

30 lakh. From Rs 1 crore to Rs 1.5 crore for the recovery of the patient. Hundreds of patients

who do not have access to this facility are facing death. Who is responsible for this, Prime

Minister Modi should speak? Who is responsible for providing medical care? If not, then

the government is the killer. No attempt should be made to shift the responsibility from one

head to another during the pandemic. Patients are dying because of government failure. So

the government no longer should show us mere dreams.

Satyagraha : Liberation

of Mother Earth
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From soil to the mother or from

mother to the soil, the two seem to be

united, equal & same. The fragrance

of the soil is very intimate and

indestructible. The fertility of the soil

contains the seeds of fruitful energy

which are always infinite. The mother

gives birth and nurtures the

children; the soil also feeds the

vegetation, the billions of humans

& animals. The creation of springs as a continuous stream of love,

reverence and affection from the soil. Although the soil contains

many varieties, it does not differ in nature, although it has

differences in colour; Different colours have special properties,

and fragrance does not have to be addictive. Wherever any seed

is sowed, the soil takes care of it without confusion, to reap the

harvest. In the same way a mother gives birth, breastfeeding for

her child is divine medicine. Mother's milk of different categories

is also a source of energy. Mother's love and affection are timeless.

Mother Earth is always responsible for shaping the lives of their

own children and species. Mother or soil never disrespects anyone.

All living things, biodiversity, and flora depend on soil and

vegetation. However, her physical illness has been linked to the

fact that the soil's natural fertility has not been exploited, creating

more productive energy. It's only a matter of time before profits

are made by companies who are trying to manipulate nature.

As a result, in many places the soil has lost its own natural

fertility and become infertile. Numerous allied bacteria in her body

are disappearing. These worms, such as cockroaches, and many

others, which fertilize, survive on saliva and feces. But in the

name of the Green Revolution, the natural fertility of the earth

has been eroded by the use of excessive chemical fertilizers,

destroying the true fertility of the soil. The soil is becoming more

toxic after the stability of the living bacteria inside the soil has

waned. The toxic properties of all the fertilizers that help grow

the crop remain in the food grains. The result is that the public is

forced to eat poisonous food. Many diseases, ranging from health

to cancer, are spreading. The impact of the disease on the human

health and the environment has had a devastating effect on the

environment. Nitrogen gas is produced by the use of chemical

fertilizers. As far as the atmosphere goes, the soil also loses its

ability to absorb carbon dioxide. The need for water for crops is

increasing. The moisture content of the soil dries up. On the other

hand, natural resources are being looted by unexplained mining,

and greenhouse crops are being turned into waste areas and climate

change is being called for. Soil is being traded for corporate profits.

All of this contributes to global warming. Therefore,

comprehensive efforts are needed to restore soil health. Its efforts

continue in many parts of the world. Although it has been

successful in the local and personal field, it has not been widely

used. Because there is a lack of confidence. Therefore, a

comprehensive change in the national agricultural and food policy

of the countries is essential. With the restoration of indigenous

farming without agricultural reform, scientific know-how has been

made available to the farmers...

If possible, the general public will take the initiative. It is also

important to free agriculture from competition. But in ...

Prafulla Samantara
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 had failed miserably. Sarada blames Finance Minister

Nirmala Sitharaman for failing to release the funds.

According to RTI data, the Ministry of Finance had

to provide a total of Rs 21,360 crore to the National

Health Authority (NHA) in four phases. Of this, Rs

2,160 crore was to be released in 2018-19 and Rs

6,400 crore in 2019-20.

Therefore, Rs 6,400 crore was expected to be

disbursed in 2020-21 and 2021-22. Of the Rs 21,360

crore, only Rs 1,560 crore has been disbursed in the

last four years. According to Sarada, the Finance

Ministry has allocated only Rs 385 crore annually

for the PMJAY. The Indian government has been

forced to spend billions of rupees on oxygen,

ventilators, beds, covid care centres and vaccines.

Sarada claims that if the money had been paid to

PMJAY on time, the current situation in the country

would have been different. He called on the

government to set up a committee to implement the

plan. Ayushman Bharat PMJAY was launched in

September 2018. The scheme would provide health

insurance of Rs 5 lakh per annum to 10 crore people.

In July 2019, Union Health Minister Dr

Harshavardhan claimed that about 10.74 crore poor

families in the country had been covered under the

Ayushman Bharat scheme. The National Health

Insurance Scheme, launched by the UPA government

in 2018, was also included in the scheme.

Ayushman Bhara...

 have gone to Tamil Nadu to work as migrant

workers and are stuck in Lockdown. At home,

four sons work for other people and support their

families by farming on other people's land. By

keeping the future in mind, they are ploughing

the land by themselves. Working hard because

of corona lockdown. In other words, the plow

itself has been cultivated on half an acre of red

chillies. All members of the family have

cooperated. Of the three brothers, Ranjit was born

paralyzed. After matriculation, he enrolled in the

Bargarh Diet for City Training. All educational

institutions are now closed due to corona. So

despite his disability, the lack of a family has

dragged him into farming. In the rural areas, on

the other hand, they have appealed to the

government to provide assistance to the poor

farmers as government assistance is now

inaccessible. Akshay Pradhan, a brother, said,

there was a shortage of money. "We thought we

would do it ourselves. Feeling we have 'Run out

of amenities' emotionally, we set ourselves as

oxen and plough the field with our brothers.

However, the sight of a farmer working as oxen

for his earning has become a hot topic in the area.

Ploughing land... Tribal food...

Dangria Kandha, an indigenous tribe, eats this

salapa with wild vegetables. In Rayagada district

Kalyansinghpur block Niyamgiri hills area Parasali

panchayat, such scene is seen. A special department

of the government, the Dangria Kandha Upliftment

Agency, was set up in 1986 to bring Dangaria

Kandha, a rare indigenous tribe living in the

Niyamgiri hills between Rayagada and Kalahandi

districts, to the mainstream and strengthen their

financial position. In 2017, another section was

added. That section is the "Odisha Particularly

Vulnerable Tribal Groups Empowerment and

Livelihoods Improvement Programme."That is,

OPELIP. The Odisha government is providing

crores of rupees to this department. It is run by

"Far Muniguda", a voluntary organization. It is true

that the two departments have been spending crores

of rupees for the development of the people of the

two regions, but they are still living on inedible

food like salapa jau or fermented porridge. It is

inedible. But Dangarias are eating it. "So I went

and warned them not to consume it," said Kalu

Charan Nayak, group development officer.

Department has avoided allegations of money

laundering in the name of improving Dangria

Kandha, an employee of the DKDA and OPELIP

departments.

the capitalist world market, it is not easy to free

agriculture from the greed of food traders. But it

is only a matter of time before the campaign

continues.

 Even today, in many parts of the world, small-

scale farmers are not being promoted with medium-

sized farmers. As many as 85 per cent of farmers

in large countries like India are small and marginal

farmers who own less than five acres of land. Sixty

percent of the population is dependent on

agriculture. Therefore, the protection of agriculture

and the control of the company must be ensured

and the release of agriculture and farmers. At

present, the central government has enacted three

anti-farmer laws to control the distribution of

agriculture and food distribution to the entire

company, including the process of transferring

agriculture from farmers to companies, which is

underway in the country, especially in Delhi, across

the country. The main theme of this peasant

movement is the protection of agriculture which is

related to the soil. Thousands of years of human

civilization have developed over agriculture.

Agriculture is dependent on soil and water. So the

protection of the soil is the protection of

agriculture. Livelihoods and food security are

guaranteed. Farmers, like earthworms, are human

beings. The soil is his mother. The soil is tilted

and struck on the head. The company has a

conspiracy to hand over agriculture, which is why

the law on contract farming, the introduction of

private markets. Farmers have come to the

realization that with the advent of agriculture, there

will be a trade in soil. The land will be gone; the

fertility of the land will be eradicated through

company cultivation. Today, Punjab, Haryana and

western Uttar Pradesh are facing a rebellion in

every peasant household to maintain the mother's

milking ability to protect that soil and be constant,

which ranges from Maharashtra across the country

to Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat, various

states of South India, including East Odisha, West

Bengal and Odisha. "It simply came to our notice

then. The need for today's historic national peasant

movement has become essential. The slogans "Save

the soil, save the agriculture and save the country".

The closeness of agriculture to many cultures has

inspired many activists. Through the Soil

Satyagraha Yatra, soil has been collected from

various villages and historic sites in the country

and dedicated to the construction of farmers'

memorials at Shahjahanpur, Tikiri Board, Ghazipur

and Singhu Board, which are being held around

Delhi. The history of Mother Earth's Independence

Day is associated with the memory of Mother

Earth's love and affection. The birthplace of those

who have been martyred is also a source of inspiration

to break the chains of motherhood. Today, that is why

Mahatma Gandhi's salt Satyagraha is the birthplace

of Dandi, Sabarmati Ashram, Sardar Patel, Shahid

Bhagat Singh, Shahid Uddharma Singh, Shahid

Chandrashekhar Azad, the birthplace of Vir Surendra

Sai. Today, this sacred soil is a symbol of great respect

and strength for liberation from world imperialism;

nature-destroying capitalism and communal fascism,

as the blood of the martyrs and the sweat of the mother

earth are very fragrant in the sweat of the workers.

That soil is worshiped by all of us today as the

soil or Basudha that encompasses the whole of nature.

"The protection of nature is the protection of the

people." The climate change crisis has put Basudha

on fire. Therefore, for a cold world, the fertile soil

and all its green nature, the constant flow of clean

water, the springs, the air and the sky are invincible.

In 1912, Nobel Prize-winning scientist Dr. "Alex

Keril and the prophecy say that the modern

agricultural system that is destroying our health will

be devastating." Today, 109 years later, the world

capital markets, the World Bank and corporations are

working together to make the soil toxic and turn it into

commodities.

The liberation movement of the soil-water-wind is

absolutely essential to get rid of that market system.

In May 2019, eleven thousand scientists from 153

countries around the world called on the heads of state

to implement four recommendations to prevent climate

change. It includes land-forest protection and chemical

fertilizer-free cultivation; this means that a change in

policies and plans, including judgments and actions

for the protection of the motherland, is solitary. That

is why the liberation of Mother Earth is the only way.

THE REST OF PAGE-2
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The entire responsibility of the vaccination

campaign will now be borne by the Government

of India. Addressing the nation on 7th, Prime

Minister Narendra Modi said that from June 21,

25 per cent of the vaccines bought, the centre would

buy and give to the states. All people over the age

of 18 will be given free of charge. The quota of 25

per cent of private hospitals will remain the same

but services charges will not be above Rs 150.

Before saying this, the Prime Minister blamed

the states for the current situation. "From January

16 to April 21, a vaccination campaign was

underway, but different voices were heard from the

states," he said. Therefore, it was decided on May

1 to hand over the responsibility of vaccination to

the states. The prime minister did not comment on

the value or accuracy of the information which was

allegedly leaked to the media. The states were given

only 11 days to implement it. It was announced on

April 19 that the vaccination campaign would be

launched by the state government from May 1. How

little time was given to the states? Not only that,

the government had promised in the Supreme Court

that 50 per cent vaccine centres and 25-25 per cent

state-owned private hospitals would be bought from

Indian companies. But the quota center will decide

how many vaccines the state will buy. Not only

that, the states had to shell out more bucks for

vaccines from the center. This policy was created

by the Center. But the blame rests on the states

themselves. The state government has set aside Rs

35,000 crore to buy vaccines. Where did that go?

With great power comes
great responsibility !!

Not only were those, the states left to buy vaccines

in the global market. State governments have not

failed to meet their responsibilities, but the vaccine

has to be bought at the center. No foreign company

has agreed to vaccinate the state government.

Wanted a legal guarantee from the center. The Center

had to consider all these aspects before the pressure

of the state governments came upon them.

Opposition chief ministers Ashok Gehlot, Arvind

Kejriwal, Naveen Patnaik, Pinarayi Bijayan,

Hemant Sorenh and others have been vocal in their

opposition to the recent global tender, which has

led to a drop in the number of Indian companies.

The Kerala Legislative Assembly passed a resolution

calling for the Center to buy the vaccine. No state

legislature has passed a resolution calling for the

federal government to vaccinate. Naveen Patnaik

did not write letters to the states. On June 5, Rahul

Gandhi first said that, let Center buy and distribute

vaccines. The prime minister acknowledged it, but

put the onus of responsibility on states.

On April 19, Mamata Banerjee wrote that the

state should be given the responsibility to buy the

vaccines. The state should buy vaccines from its

own funds. The Punjab Chief Minister also said that

the state should be allowed to develop its own

vaccination policy. The prime minister has said in a

statement that the state government will change its

stance a few days later. On April 19, the Center

shifted its immunization responsibilities to states,

but one day, former Prime Minister Manmohan

Singh wrote a letter to the Prime Minister.

Manmohan Singh writes that the central

government should clarify which vaccines are

expected to arrive in the coming months. Vaccines

should be ordered from the very beginning. Ten

percent of vaccines should be kept for emergencies.

But how the rest of the vaccine will be used

regarding that, state should plan exactly as well.

"Immunization will be the first thing that happens

to states," he said. Even if people under the age of

45 are front-line workers, the state government has

the right to vaccinate anyone who wants to be

vaccinated. This freedom should be given. So that

more and more companies can produce vaccines,

Compulsory licensing provisions should be

implemented. In addition, the vaccine which has

already been approved by reputable organizations

outside the country, they should also be allowed to

come to India.

Manmohan Singh wrote a letter on April 18

proposing that the central government grant other

companies the right to produce vaccines as per the

mandatory licensing policy. The federal government

has a long way to go in understanding this. "India

Biotech is ready to share its patents with some

companies," said VK Pal, policy director, on May

17. Now only the government can say how much

progress has been made in this case. Not only that,

the government has enough to give manufacturing

rights to other companies, even though India

Biotech has a patent, the Indian Council of Medical

Research (ICMR) delays. The Aam Aadmi Party

(AAP) and the Congress say the central government

has come out of its sleep mode over the Supreme

Court's questioning.

The prime minister did not comment on the

information regarding announcement of vaccination

on May 1. Those companies who had the ability to

buy 50 per cent of the vaccine got the first dose,

but they did not get second dose. Even today, many

have not received a second dose. So the time limit

between the two doses was extended to three

months. The vaccination campaign has raised

questions - what was India doing when the world's

largest countries bought vaccines last year itself?

The prime minister did not immediately respond to

the comment, but rather said, the government was

relying on scientists in its country who were busy

in dispensation of the vaccines. United States

bought vaccines from other countries, this does not

mean that they had little confidence in the scientists

of their own country.

Rabish Kumar
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Did the central government save itself from

responding to the Supreme Court today with this

decision! This is the thing. The Supreme Court has

directed the central government to file a case in

court regarding the vaccination campaign. The

court asked for information on when the vaccine

was ordered and when the advance payment was

made. The apex court ruled that the central

government's policy of vaccinating people between

the ages of 18 and 7 had no basis in fact. The

government should provide information on any

record of purchases of Covaxin, Covishield and

Sputnik V. How many doses were ordered to be

purchased on each date? What was the date? The

Supreme Court asked the government to present

all such information.

The issue's end has the recaptured Doomsday

in the control of the government and the cemetery.

The prime minister did not comment. Opposition

parties have stated that, information on number of

corpses was not correct. Even so, the center

remained silent. The prime minister called the

corona as "the greatest plague of the century." But

when the Spanish flu was reported in India in 1918,

more than two million people died. By what

standards does the Prime Minister call it the biggest

epidemic of a hundred years! It was hoped, the

prime minister would not had hidden the death toll.

But he did not say anything.

The Prime Minister clearly said that, thousands

of crores of rupees had been provided to Indian

companies for clinical trial, research and

development. Are thousands of crores really given?

The affidavit filed by the government in the

Supreme Court on May 9 states that Serum Institute

and Indian Biotech have been given Rs 46 crore

for clinical trial. In the affidavit, the central

government says the two companies have not been

paid for vaccine research and development. In

addition, Covaxin manufacture is based on the PPP

model. In this ,both ICMR and India Biotech are

equally involved.

Is this thousand of crores? The government has

said no money has been paid for research and

development. But the prime minister says billions

of dollars have been paid. Not for research and

development. Whatever is given is for the

production of vaccines, the central government has

said in the Supreme Court. Yet the Prime Minister

said quite simply - thousands of crores have been

given.

The vaccine was developed as a result of a

technique that scientists at the University of Oxford

have been working on for 20 years. The Guardian

reported that 97 percent of its research and

development funding came from the Public Fund.

Out of the Rs 1,000 crore received by Oxford,

majority was paid by the British taxpayers. This

means that the research has been going on for two

decades. The UK government, the Welcome Trust

and the US and European organizations have also

made significant contributions. Covishield's

intellectual patent is owned by 'AstraZeneca'. That

is why most of Serum's vaccines have to be sent to

England. Covishield has sub-patents near Serum.

In this case, the question arises - what is the

contribution of serum in the development of

covishield vaccine? Did Serum only manufacture

or conduct research on vaccines as well ?

The Prime Minister has repeatedly emphasized

the need for phased vaccination. But if everything

was in such a state, why was there a sudden crisis

in May? The prime minister did not say whether

the states had been vaccinated more after May or

less than before. Of course, the crisis was

unprecedented and unimaginable. It was in Delhi

that the medical system faltered within a week. The

Center definitely allowed the state to be vaccinated,

but took full control of the vaccine procurement.

Despite pressure from state governments,

vaccinations should not be abandoned in the middle

of the second wave. That wasn't the right time. The

prime minister said the government had been

preparing logistics since April when scientists were

doing research. But records show that the first

meeting of the Tax force for distribution and storage

took place on August 12. The name of this tax force

is NEGVAC. On June 3, the Indian government

announced that it had awarded Rs 15 crore to Indian

company Biological-E. Thirty crores for dosage. On

June 3, Union Health Minister Dr. Harsh Bardhan

tweets that the Indian government has signed a

contract with Biological E for Rs 30 crore.

Biological E, the vaccine is in its third phase of the

trial. An advance of Rs 1,500 crore is being provided

for vaccination between August and December. This

shows that the government, led by the Prime

Minister, is committed to fighting against Covid.

The Indian government is backing the vaccine that

Biological -E is developing before the trial begins.

According to 'Mission Covid'.

All countries began to order vaccines at the trial

stage. Countries such as the United States were

involved in May and June. If the vaccine had been

ordered in the trial phase, it could have been done

last year. Or else such tragedy would not have taken

place. As soon as Dr. Harshavardhan spoke, the

headlines of the News website began to fade and

we began to write carefully. As soon as the June 3

press release came out, many Hindi and English

news outlets wrote on their websites and newspapers

- "Made in India". Words like 'Amar Ujala', 'Prabhat

Khabar', 'Hindustan', and 'Made in India '/'Swadeshi

were used.

Many news outlets, including the Navbharat

Times, have not written 'Made in India'. The health

minister did not say "Made in India" in his Tweet,

but the Government of India's Press Information

Bureau described it in a statement as part of a

campaign to protect 'Atma Nirbhar Bharat' and the

'mission covid'.

Both the company and the government should

make it clear that, which Rs 30,000 crore dose is

given for the Rs 30,000 crore doses, that is Made in

India. Is it developed according to the self-

sufficiency campaign or is it the partner of other

countries in its development? Here you are going to

understand another game. It was only on May 13

that the government announced that it was buying

biological E. And why does the government make

a statement on June 3? Isn't this? An advance of Rs

15,000 crore was announced. At that time, on May

13, the contract of Rs 30 crore was signed without

money? The government should pay attention to

the statement on June 3.

Needless to say, the media is indigenous to

Madhya Pradesh, and now we are taking you to the

website of Biological E. The company released a

press release on April 24. This press release does

not come from any laboratory in India. Dr. Beller

of the American College of Medicine. According

to Maria Elena Botaji. It was in Texas that Prime

Minister Modi went to a rally in support of Trump.

The children's hospital there is a Center for Vaccine

Development Center. And that center has developed

vaccines. Whose only trial is going on in India. Dr.

"Our vaccine trial has reached the third stage, which

is important in terms of the importance of protein-

based vaccines worldwide," says Maria Elena

Botaji. The vaccine builds confidence in

undeveloped countries.

A June 3 press statement said the Indian

government had given Rs 100 crore, but the

company's website, or the Website of Beller

College, said that some money had been paid by

the Indian government. The rest is funded by the

Bill gates Foundation and the CEPI Coalition for

Epidemic Preparedness Innovations. This means

that the vaccine that the biological vaccine is making

is not indigenous. The press release on the

company's website is dated April 24. Just three days

earlier, on April 21, Dr. V.K Pal "The biological

vaccine is being developed with the help of the

Government of India," he said.

VK Pal called the biological-e as a manufacturer

company. That means someone else has developed

the vaccine. The name of the manufacturing company

is Biological-E. But is the vaccine being developed

only with the help of the Indian government? What

can be done to ensure that other countries and

institutions are involved in the development of the

vaccine?

The Times of India and the Indian Express wrote

that the development of the vaccine, which is being

produced in Biologically-E, has been carried out by

an organization in the U.S. city of Texas. The

organization is called the Texas Bellar College of

medicine Center. The center developed a vaccine

technique during the SARS wave, which was not used

after the SARS stopped. On that basis, efforts are

underway to make Covid vaccine. Due to lack of

funds, the work was slow. At the time, a Texas-based

brewery paid for some of the work, and several other

companies paid for it. The statement from Dr Peter

Hottiej, the company's chief operating officer, stated

that the company did not believe in patents. Make all

your information public so that low-income countries

can use it.The government should state how much

vaccine Biologically-E will produce and how much

right India will have on it. Imagine for a second you

were told in newspaper it is your own country's

vaccine, which is not infact.
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TRIBALS : TRAVEL 12 KM WILD ROAD FOR ROCURING RICE

Narayanpur residents:- deprived housing scheme
Kendrapara (Bureau): Both the

central and state governments say there

will be no thatched houses. All eligible

ones will get a permanent/pucca home.

Even if the Socio-Economic Survey

does not exist for any reason, they will

be provided with housing on a priority

basis if they qualify. But the

government's slogan and rule has

become a smoke cracker for the

villagers of Narayanpur, the Tikarpanga

panchayat in the Mahakalapada block.

About 200 Scheduled Caste families in

the village have been deprived of their

housing schemes for many years, while

government officials have remained

silent, showing an excuse that there were

no names in the Socio-economic survey

list. As a result, the housing scheme for

the downtrodden has become a

nightmare. Pratap Mohanty, a social

activist, called on the commission to

intervene in such a sensitive case and

called on the beneficiaries to take

exemplary action against the

government housing scheme and the

culprits.Notably, this Narayanpur

Devgarh (Bureau): There are

many government schemes for

the development of underdevel-

oped and inaccessible villages.

The cost of the expenditure is

crores of rupees. Despite this, no

government facilities have been

accessible in the village of

Gurandikhol in Rambhei

panchayat under Barkot block of

Devgarh district. The villagers do

not even have access to basic

amenities such as drinking water

and electricity. When a person is

sick, he or she is carried to cross

2 hills and 12 small pot holes or

canals and tread a 12-kilometer-

long ditch and brought the patient

in bed. The village is home to

about 20 families of the indig-

enous paudibhuyan tribe. All

tribal families belong to the BPL

class. They have received govern-

ment orders to build houses; how-

ever, due to the inaccessible roads,

sand, cement and bricks could not

reach, and houses could not be

built. They cross 12 km of wild

roads to fetch government rice.

And because there are no schools

in the village, the children are il-

literate. It is surprising to hear

that there are such villages even

after so many years of independ-

ence.

Due to the lack of roads, the

ambulance could not reach the vil-

lage of Gurandikhola. The patient

is being brought to the hospital

with a bandage tied to the cot. They

are travelling 11 km to the

panchayat office to fetch the allow-

ance. The children are left unat-

tended as there is no teaching in-

frastructure in the village. The vil-

lagers are suffering from various

diseases by using contaminated

water from wells as there is no safe

drinking water system in the vil-

lage. Since there is no way to earn

a living, the villagers collect paddy

leaves, , mahogany, kendu, etc.

from the forest and travel 12 km

down the road and sell whatever

they are earning in the market. It

is not possible for the villagers to

carry all the rice even if they come

to the Ramvei Panchayat office to

collect government rice. So they

come to the weekly bazaar every

Monday to take the rice for sus-

taining the whole week. The vil-

lagers have complained to the

elected public representatives, in-

cluding the sarpanch, the BDO dis-

trict magistrate, about such serious

problems; but there are only prom-

ises. A few months back, the Prime

Minister's Housing for 12 BPL

families in the village was ap-

proved; however, due to the lack

of roads, the construction of

houses, such as sand, cement

bricks, etc is not possible.

The people drew the attention

of Barkot's BDO Tunu Meher, he

acknowledged the villager's prob-

lems and said that there was no

road to the village of

Gurandikhola and that there could

be no road construction due to the

protected forest.

Which policy is this by the government ?

village in Tikarpanga panchayat has

been neglected for years due to

government negligence. As many as 200

Scheduled Caste families are living in

dilapidated houses, and for them,

government-run permanent housing is

a dream come true. Locals rushed to

the administration, but government

officials did not show remorse. As a

result, they have not benefited from the

housing scheme.

This is because the district

administration does not have the Socio-

economic survey report of the 2021

census in the village. Locals today are

being deprived of their housing

schemes due to such irresponsible and

careless attitudes of government

officials in terms of basic needs of

people like housing.

Surprisingly, the authorities have not

been able to respond to a request for

comment on the Socio-economic

survey's response to the allegations. The

villagers have repeatedly complained to

the district magistrate about this, but to

no avail. As a result, the state and central

governments have made everyone's

house a slogan for the two hundred

oppressed families of Narayanpur

village. The basic question that is

troubling everyone in such a situation

is where did the Socio-economic survey

report of the people of Narayanpur

village go? Has there been a government

conspiracy to deprive these oppressed

families of their plans?

On the other hand, a notification

issued by the Panchayat Raj

Department in 2020 has made it clear

that if the names of eligible

beneficiaries are not on the socio-

economic survey report list, they

should be listed and included in the

housing scheme. However, officials in

charge of the department did not

respond to a request for comment. The

petitioner, social activist Pratap

Mohanty, has been handed over to the

Odisha Human Rights Commission

against the negligence of the

government officials as well as action

against the guilty officials. The petition

seeks to include the eligible in the

housing plan immediately.



Malkangiri (Bureau): The state

and central governments have

developed a number of schemes

for the tribals. However, the

people have not yet been benefited

from it. In the Malkangiri sub-

division of Khod, 30 indigenous

families are desperate for water

and go door to door in the

neighbourhood begging for water,

and it is easy to see how desperate

the administration is for

development of these poor tribals.

About 30 labour-class families

have been living near the canal on

the way to the Mallikeshwar

temple in the Malkanagar sub-

division for years. They have been living in

slums along the canal side. Government

facilities are inaccessible to them. One rupee

rice and some elderly people are receiving

allowances. Everyone belongs to the labour
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Kamar's family is living in misery

Nabarangpur (Bureau): Corona has

devasted the country. The pandemic has

affected many lives and livelihoods. Many

are struggling to get a few morsels of grains

into their stomachs. Livelihoods are at stake

for life and the stomach. Everyone from the

general public to the poor people are in a

critical condition. About 50 families from

Nabarangpur district have not been saved

by the corona wrath since two years.

Lockdowns and shutdowns in the state have

closed their businesses.

The plight of a blacksmith who earns two

pennies by selling iron goods is now in dire

straits .  With

b u s i n e s s

declining, it has

become difficult

to add two

handfuls of grain

to the family's

stomach. Corona

has broken the

backbone of the

family. The blacksmith earns a lot of

money by selling those things in the

hot market. But for two years, the

invisible virus has locked Kamar

family's business. As the market is

closed, the blacksmith earns two

cents from all the work he gets at

home. It is difficult for a blacksmith

to run a house with so less money in an

expensive market. Many blacksmiths now

claim that God is the only hope. "Especially

during the corona pandemic,  the

government is helping the needy." However,

this black community is  far  from

government assistance. Kamar needs to look

to the government during this time. On the

one hand, the Corona pandemic, on the

other hand, poverty has become a curse for

them. The government must intervene

immediately.

class. Indigenous women collect firewood

from the forest, while men support their

families in fooding and other work. For many

years now, they have been plagued by drinking

water problems. Their lives are spent on the

Tribals begging for water

Is this our Independent & self-reliant India ?

banks of the Satiguda Canal.

Their only hope is this canal's

contaminated water.  The

women go to the bigger houses

and beg for water. As a result

of the corona pandemic,

bigwigs are reluctant to provide

them with drinking water.

There is not a single tube well

around. There is a tube well

about 500 meters away. Crowds

of people there.  For 30

families, only rice, salt, and

chilli are their daily food. Also

40 small  children in the

families do not get nourished

food. So the prime problem is

drinking water. The plight of the tribal slums

under the municipal council is a reflection of

the indifference approach of the government

and the district administration. Such a

tarnished scene is this.
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Dream come true: Pucca
house, ineffective promises

NOBLE WORK OF HUMANITY: CHINMAYI, THE TRANSGENDER !

Angul (Bureau): 'People

disrespected me because I

am transgender, but I would

never disrespect anyone. I

can't even see the disrespect

of any dead bodies in front

of me.' Kinnar Chinmayi

Das of Angul is cremating

the body of a relative who

passed away in her family

due to corona or could not

walk to her relatives for the

fear of infection. With such

strong morale and courage

she is found cremating the

body of her relative.

Where there is a corpse

there Chinmayi is present,

such rumour is spread in

Angul. If Chinmayi finds

out any corpse is lying, he

immediately arrives to

conduct the funeral rites.

He approached the body of

an unidentified man.

Chinmayi cremates with

his body on his shoulders.

So far, he has paid tribute

and done funeral rites of

more than 25 people. Not

only this, if there is no one

available near an ill person

he takes him to hospital

and also arranges for the

oxygen & medicines.

Chinmayi is roaming

around making people

aware. Chinmayi has made

a name for himself in the

local area by doing a lot of

work for helpless patients

by taking care of them in a

timely manner. Not only in

the local area, Chief

Minister Naveen Patnaik

also called and thanked

Chinmayi for his service

and philanthropy, tweeted

and praised his great work.

Five secretaries, VK

Pandian and Angul district

commissioner also

congratulated Chinmayi for

the noble work. "This

commendation, from the

chief minister to the district

magistrate, will inspire me

to serve even further,"

Chinmayi said. Chinmayi

has taught the society the

true sense of humanity and

responsibility, which in fact

the society ignores,

despises the natural

calamities that befall any

individual or race.

Cuttack (Bureau): The

government has numerous

schemes for the poor. But

that is like a dream come

true for Rohit Bhoi of

Bamburi village in

Kanderpur panchayat of

Cuttack district. The

housing scheme or Awas

Yojna has become a dream

come true for him. Rohit,

his wife and three children

are living in a dilapidated

house. The walls of the

house are filled with cracks

to such extent that the sun

is visible during the day

and the moon at night. You

can understand how

successful the

government's financial

schemes are.

Persecution of hunger
: Corona pandemic

Koraput (Bureau): The fear

of starvation has become

unbearable for the family of

Yamuna Muduli. Her husband

worked as an evacuee in

Koraput and ran a family of

four children. But since the

death of her husband last year,

the family has been in a state

of shock. Since her husband's

death, she has been bedridden

since last October when she

fell while working. Poor

Yamuna tried to take care of

her family at home.

It has not been possible to

pay rent for the past nine

months due to the closure of

income. Home owner

Radhamani Takiri, however, is

waiting for the family to return

to their normal lives. The

bedridden Yamuna tried to run

the house by selling whatever

was in the house. But how long

will that last? The gas cylinder

is also exhausted. Family,

financial barriers to purchase

pulses. The only hope is the

government's ration card. What

is received is only by begging,

is some rice.

In the end, the situation was

such that she broke the wooden

sofa in the house and continued

to cook rice on the wood she

got from it. After learning

about the situation of Yamuna

and her family, Simanchal

Mohapatra, the district social

security officer, promised to

help.

The family, which is relying

on the government, will help

them stand on their own two

feet. The four children are

expected to go to school again

to get an education.


